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Breadth-First Search (BFS)

graph search that begins at a root node and explores all the
neighboring nodes, then those nodes neighboring nodes and so on
until goal node is reached

I uninformed search method that examines and expands all
nodes of a graph [or combination of sequences] by
systematically searching through every solution

I exhaustively searches the entire graph without considering the
goal until it finds it



Queue

I BFS uses a queue data structure

Queue: a sequence that is first in, first out [[you remove items
from a queue in the same order they were added]]



Applications

I finding all nodes within one connected component

I finding the shortest path between nodes u and v

I Ford-Fulkerson method for computing the maximum flow in a
flow network

BFS is often impractical for large problems on systems with
bounded space [[if graph is infinite and there is no solution BFS
will diverge]]



Snowball Sampling
statistics research

non-probability sampling technique where existing ”nodes” obtain
future ”nodes” through links with exisisting nodes

I sample group appears to grow like a snowball

I as the sample builds up, enough data is gathered to be useful
for research

I as more relationships are built through mutual association,
more connections can be made through those new
relationships and a lot information can be shared and collected

I used in hidden populations which are difficult for researchers
to access

Bias: nodes with many links are more likely to end up into the
sample



Social Network

Approach to understanding social interactions: social trends should
be perceived and investigated through the properties of relations
between and within units instead of the properties of these units
themselves

I are analyzed by the number and types of relationships relevant
to the researchers theoretical question

I may be targeted to analyzing specific types of relationships
and be scale-free



3 general levels of networks

Micro-level

I Research begins with an individual, snowballing as social
relationships are traced; or with a small group of individuals in
a particular social context

I individual in their social setting ”actor”

I ego centric or ego networks; psychology or social psychology

Meso-level or middle-range

I Begin with a population size (that falls between mirco- and
marco- levels)

Macro-level

I Trace the outcomes of interactions, such as economic, over a
large population



Leads me to

Graph Theory: can be used to better understand maps of the
internet and help choose between the many ways to visualize
internet maps

I some projects have attempted to incorporate geographical
data into their internet maps [ie: draw locations of routers
and nodes on a map of the world]

I others are only concerned with representing the more abstract
structures of the internet, such as allocation, structure and
purpose of IP space

computer science


